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Awakening the Submerging Dragon
The second annual Singapore Feng Shui Centre
(SFSC) Alumni Gathering
took place on the 29th October at the Singapore
Polytechnic Graduate
Guilds House.
Aptly titled ‘Awakening
the Submerging Dragon’
the evening once again
brought together a wonderful panel of highly skilled
and dedicated metaphysical experts who entertained and informed the
audience with their knowledge, wisdom and humor.
Hosted by Grand Master
Vincent Koh and the Singapore Feng Shui Centre,
this event aims to support

both SFSC Alumni and
members of the International Feng Shui Association (IFSA). Therefore not
only does the evening present an occasion to
socialize and network with

GM Vincent Koh & Guests

other like minded people
from our Feng Shui community, but it also gives us
an invaluable opportunity

to expand our current
knowledge and prepare for
the coming Year of the Water Dragon.
Honorary VIP guests this
year included Mr. Low
Wong Fook, Mr. Lim Peng
Hun, Mr. Billy Chan, Mr. Tu
Mynt and Feng Shui Master and author Stephen
Skinner. As always our
thanks must go to Nancy
for arranging both the
venue and delicious buffet
dinner and also to the
SFSC Activity Committee
who donated their time and
expertise to ensure a successful and enjoyable
event.

2012 Forecast with I-Ching Divination
The evening’s proceedings
promptly kicked off at 6.15
pm with Grand Master Koh
delivering the opening Key
Note presentation entitled
2012 Forecast with IChing Divination.
Grand Master
Vincent Koh

A much anticipated topic,
GM Koh utilized both IChing and Bazi to outline
the influences and energies for the year ahead and
help us to navigate potential obstacles and increase
our chances for success.

If you would like to be more
informed and better prepared for 2012, then GM
Koh’s forecast for the Year
of the Dragon will be available shortly on the SFSC
website:
www.fengshui.com.sq.
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Qi Men Dun Jia for Divination
Following dinner our first
speaker for the evening
was Master Lim Eng
Cheong, who delivered a
very insightful presentation on Qi Men Dun Jia
for Divination.

Master Lim

As a professional practitioner,
Master
Lim
uniquely combines the
application of Xuan Kong
Flying Star, Eight House
Feng Shui, Bazi and Qi
Men Dun Jia to assess
and assist his clients.

Whilst Flying Star, Eight internal or external and
House and Bazi are fa- which family members
miliar topics, Qi Men Dun are most affected!
Jia is an area that the
majority of us know very If you are interested in
little about.
Therefore studying this amazing
our audience was par- Chinese metaphysical
ticularly interested to subject yourself then
hear how Master Lim Master Lim will be teachuses Qi Men Dun Jia ing in the New Year and
Divination to highlight can be contacted via his
Feng Shui problems prior website:
to an initial site visit. In
fact his skill is such that www.changconsultancy.com.
he
can
determine
whether the problem is

Face Reading
Master Jenny Ng was our
second speaker for the
evening and really entertained the audience with
her lively presentation of
Face Reading Unveiled.

Master Jenny Ng

In ancient times this traditional Chinese art was
commonly used to determine a person’s luck and
destiny and also as a way
to select candidates for
imperial positions, particu-

larly since reliable birth
data was not always
available. Not only is it
almost impossible to
cheat or deceive someone with the information
displayed clearly on your
face, but this method can
be applied subtly and
instantly. In fact Master
Ng assured us that once
you have mastered the
right techniques, face
reading just comes natu-

rally!
Therefore this
presentation aimed to
provide our audience
with some basic tips on
face reading which could
be applied immediately.
If Face Reading is a skill
that you wish to learn
then Master Ng will soon
be teaching a short
course so please contact
her via her website:
www.fengshuiconnection.com

Bazi for your Environment
Our third speaker for the
evening was Master
Augustine Tay who delivered a very interesting
and informative presentation on Bazi for your
Environment.

Master
Tay

Master Tay believes that
auspicious Feng Shui
begins with people emSFSC
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flect the location of associated objects in and
around our homes. This
was indeed an interesting
perspective and yet another example of just how
insightful and accurate
In order to demonstrate Bazi can be.
just how closely we are
connected to our environ- If you would like to find
ment, Master Tay re- out more about this topic
vealed how the place- then please email Master
ment of elements in our Tay:
Bazi Chart can often re- www.edengeomancy.com
bracing their environment
with lots of positive energy. This cycle will then
be completed when the
environment positively
embraces them in return.
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Left to Right: GM Vincent
Koh, Aparna Agarwal,
Janene Laird, Mr. Tu Mynt,
Master Stephen Skinner
and Navaneeta Das

Snap Shots

Your Inner Nature & Soul Personality
Shui by appointing him both
Honorary Advisor and Honorary Master.

Mr. Eng Buck Keng

Mr. Eng Buck Keng is a
founding member of the IFSA
and in 2010 the Executive
Committee officially recognized his work, achievements
and qualifications in Feng

As the fourth speaker for the
evening, Master Eng drew on
his experience and wisdom
from the Rosicrucian Order
to deliver his presentation on
Your Inner Nature & Soul
Personality.
Adapted from a book written
by H. Spencer Lewis and
titled “Self Mastery and Fate
with the Cycles of Life” his
discourse provided some

insight into the possibility of
previous lives and how they
may in fact have contributed
in this life to our personality,
characteristics, talents, likes
and dislikes.
If you are interested in reading this book then it is available through Rosicrucian
Books or you may contact
Master Eng via email at
buckeng@singnet.com.sq.

Annual SFSC Alumni
Gathering
Proudly sponsored
by SFSC & Endorsed
by IFSA

“The
Rosicrucian
system of study
provides a
foundation that
ties together all
different
aspects of
metaphysical
study”
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Dynamics in Numbers
Our final speaker for the evening was the lovely Charies
Cheng who presented a wonderful topic on Dynamics in
Numbers.
A sincere consultant and
trainer, her substantial experience, knowledge and passion
for various forms of energy
application were clearly evident.
During her presentation she
shared with our audience the
formula for obtaining Life Numbers from birth dates and the
associated personal traits and
characteristics that go with
each of the nine Life Numbers.

It was particularly interesting to
see examples of famous people
such as Michael Jackson,
Madonna, Bill Gates and Mao
Tse-Tung as this clearly demonstrated just how closely these
personal attributes actually fitted each person’s life and accomplishments.
If you would like to contact
Charies for a consultation or
training then please email:
charies.cheng@energyhub.asia
Charies Cheng

8th Annual International Feng Shui
Convention (IFSC)
19th & 20th November

Activity Committee with GM Vincent
Koh and Ms Nancy Ng

This year’s event is to be held at Resort World Convention Centre, Sentosa on the weekend of the 19th & 20th

The evening was brought to a close at 10
pm by our Master of Ceremonies Janene
Laird, who is a member of the SFSC Alumni
and President of the IFSA – Australia
Chapter.

November and is entitled ‘Riding the Water Dragon for
2011’. So come along and get your answers from 11 renowned Feng Shui masters and practitioners in topical
sessions that include economic outlooks, the effects of

Our thanks are extended to Grand Master
Koh, the SFSC Activity Committee,
speakers and guests for another successful
event and we look forward to seeing
everyone again soon at the 8th Annual
International Feng Shui Convention (IFSC).
www.fengshuiconvention.com.

Geo-Pathology on your health, the Harmony of Buildings, Yin Feng Shui, I Ching Bagua and the scientific
foundations of Feng Shui.

Written by Janene Laird and edited by GM Vincent Koh

